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•  Disaster Management  

 

•  Disaster Statistics 2012 

 

•  Insurance / Wrap up 
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Disaster Management Cycle / Disaster Continuum 
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WB reports indicate: 

• The economic losses from disasters over the past 30 years are estimated at 
3.5 USD tn.  

 

•  In 2011, estimated losses of around 380 USD bn occurred .  

 

• Floods in Thailand cost the equivalent of 5 % of the country’s Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) 

 

• Economic losses of Japan’s earthquake and tsunami were estimated as 
equivalent to 4 % of GDP.  

 

• The economic impact of the Haiti earthquake in 2010 was equal to 120 % of 
its GDP  

 

• The 2004 Grenada hurricane caused losses equivalent to more than 200 % 
of GDP. 
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Economic Mitigation 
The purpose of economic mitigation is to reduce the disaster's impact on the economy and on 
the economic well-being of the disaster victims. This is done by strengthening those sectors of 
the economy that are particularly vulnerable to disasters, by diversifying the economy, by 
introducing or expanding "disaster-resistant" economic activities, and by spreading or relocating 
economic activities to less vulnerable areas so that not all the principal enterprises would be 
affected at the same time. Insurance or other economic risk-spreading activities are also 
possible. 
Economic mitigation uses the same general methodology employed to reduce physical losses. 
Once hazard mapping has been completed, planners identify those sectors of the economy that 
are vulnerable to disasters. This is done by relating risk to economic activities or means of 
production. First, the key elements of the economy and those that are not particularly 
vulnerable to disaster are identified. Often this is not difficult, especially for countries that have 
one-crop economies or only a few industries that earn foreign currency. Every economic activity 
is examined to determine if a hazard could affect a significant portion of that activity. This 
analysis is conducted on both the macro and micro levels. In other words, even though a flood 
may not have a significant economic impact on a country as a whole, it may have a major 
impact on a community or region. 
Economic vulnerability determinations should consider other critical activities and installations. 
Energy facilities and systems are of prime concern, as are transportation networks, fuel 
distribution facilities, road systems, and financial institutions. Even though the means of 
production may not be affected by a disaster, the disruption of transportation networks can 
make difficult the marketing or distribution of goods. 
Economic diversification and insurance are the two primary economic mitigation measures. 
Diversification spreads the risk so that if a disaster occurs, the total losses in any one area or 
sector are acceptable. For many countries diversification can be a difficult choice. Small 
nations that are dependent upon one or two crops for their livelihood may find it politically and 
economically difficult to justify diversification simply on grounds of disaster mitigation. In this 
case, long-term development choices come into play. The decision may ultimately rest more on 
political or economical factors than on disaster mitigation strategies. 
Insurance can play a major role in mitigating disaster losses. Unfortunately, there are too few 
programs currently available for low-income persons in the developing countries, although new 
programs and alternative insurance schemes are being developed. 
In some cases governments and large economic institutions have found alternative ways of 
providing insurance to low-income people. For example, cooperatives can often be insured 
even though individual farmers who are members of the cooperative cannot. If a disaster 
occurs, the insurance pays the cooperative, which in turn divides the proceeds of the insurance 
among its members. 
The indirect effect of insurance is also important to consider. Disaster claims paid for large 
institutions, facilities, installations, or structures can infuse much needed cash into the local 
economy. This can have a spin-off effect reflected in increased jobs, increased purchases and 
orders for local suppliers, and other economic boosts to the area affected by a disaster. Thus, 
even if it is not possible to insure low-income families and their houses, farms or business, the 
objective of disaster management should be to insure the maximum number of larger economic 
activities. 



• Mitigate                 save many! 

 

• Mitigate                  response faster/better 

 

•  Mitigate                 recover faster/stronger 
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Number of events 1970-2012 
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2012 Economic Losses by Region   (Source: Swiss Re ) 

Region 
No. of 
events 

Victims 
Insured loss  
in USD bn 

Total Loss  
in USD bn 

% of GDP 

North 
America 

43 560 64.6 118.5 0.68 % 

Latin 
America and 

Caribbean 
30 1167 0.9 4.2 0.08 % 

Europe 33 1480 5.5 26.8 0.13 % 

Africa 53 2300 0.2 1.5 0.08 % 

Asia 115 7177 3.4 30.5 0.13 % 

Oceania 7 97 0.3 1.1 0.07 % 

Seas/Space 37 1148 2.4 3.1 - 

Total 318 13929 77.2 185.7 0.13 % 
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The 40 most costly insurance losses (1970-2012, Swiss Re) 
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 Financial Management of Disaster Impacts 

     

• Returning to better conditions than pre-disaster 
conditions, in the shortest possible period of time 
after a disaster occurs 

 

• Optimum use of scarce resources   
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Mainly three types of effects are observed: 
 

 
1- Direct 
 
 
  2- Indirect 
 
 
    3- Secondary =  1+ 2 



Direct effects: 
 
•  Structural damage 
 
•  Wage losses 
 
•  Damage to infrastructure (e.g. railways, highways, 

telecommunication) 
 
•  Damage to public goods (e.g. schools, hospitals) 
 
• Production losses  (e.g. loss of cattle, shutdown of small 

businesses) 
 
•  Expenses for emergency sheltering  
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Indirect effects: 
 
Observed as a result of direct effects. 

 
•  Reduction in production demand 

 
•  Changes in GDP per capita 

 
•  Increased transport cost 
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Secondary effects: 

 
Observed after a while of disaster occurrence.  Combined 
direct + indirect effects. 
 
•  Epidemics 
 
•  Budget deficit 

 
•  Changes in the environment (e.g. nuclear leak, effect of 

oil pipe leakage in the agricultural products) 
 
•  Import / export   
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Some figures on 1999 Marmara Earthquake 

 

• 5-7 % of GDP around 20 USD bn in 45 seconds! 
 

• At sectoral level: 
 
     - Industrial facilities: 2 USD bn 
     - Structure: 5 USD bn 
     - Railways: 1 USD bn 
     - Highways/roads: 0.2 USD bn 
     - Ports: 0.2 USD bn 
     - Telecommunication: 75 USD m 
     - Energy: 3 USD m 



Economic mitigation 

 

Mitigation of the impacts of hazards can be adopted through 
normal planning (Ministry of Development / Former State 
Planning Organisation-SPO) are: 

 

• Adjusting normal development programs to reduce losses.  

 

 For example, certain varieties of crops that are more wind- or 
flood-resistant can often be introduced in areas prone to 
floods or cyclones. 
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•  Developing "disaster resistant" economic activities 
within a region.  

 

For example: 

 

Coconut palms are more suitable than citrus or other 
fruit trees in cyclone-prone coastal areas.  

 

  Efforts should be made to identify and to encourage 
the development of enterprises that are less 
vulnerable to the hazards. 
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• Economic Incentives 

 

 Governments are often able to extend a number of 
economic incentives to people and organizations in 
order to encourage development away from 
hazardous areas.  

 

For example: loans, grants, taxation, technical assistance 
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• Economic Mitigation 
 

Aim: to reduce the disaster's impact on the economy and on the economic 
well-being of the disaster survivors.  

• Strengthen those sectors of the economy that are particularly vulnerable 
to disasters,  

• Diversify the economy,  

• Introduce or expand "disaster-resistant" economic activities, and  

• Spread or relocate economic activities to less vulnerable areas so that not 
all the principal enterprises would be affected at the same time.  

 

Insurance or other economic risk-spreading activities are also possible. 
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• Insurance can be a major tool to mitigate disaster 
losses.  
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•  Effective way of mitigation 

 

• Risks are insured if: 

  

– They can be named/defined  

–  quantitative 

 

Kaynak: Kunreuther (1998) 
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Insurance 



• In most of the developed countries, there exist well-
developed insurance culture 

 
– USA, France, Norway, New Zealand, Japan 

 
•  One of the best practices: 
     

– The Turkish Catastrophe Insurance Pool (TCIP/DASK)  
     3P/ PPP  in an emerging economy 
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As of May 2014: 

• The total number of policies: 6,2 million  

• Number of earthquakes generating claims: 432 

• Number of claims: 20,730 

• Total paid claims: 157 million TL   

• Penetration rate: 35.6 % 

 

http://www.tcip.gov.tr/ 
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TCIP in Figures 

http://www.tcip.gov.tr/
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The Black Swan 
 
Taleb, N.N. (2007). The Black Swan: The Impact of the 
Highly Improbable. New York: Random House. 
 
• Comes as a surprise  
 
• Major impact 
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Integrated Contemporary Disaster Risk Management 
 
•  Mitigation/Planning/Response/Recovery 
                           
•  Many sectors are affected: Industry, Education, Health, 

Justice, Construction, Environment… 
 

•  Bottom-up / Decentralised OR Top-down / Centralised 
 
•  An event changes all! 

 
• Disasters or / and Development? 
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 Very crucial 
 

• Robust and Sustainable Statistics / Data Collection  
 

• Vulnerability and Hazard Analysis by using Data 
 
• Model and estimate --- all models change in time! 

 
• State / Private sector and NGOs  act together  
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 Thank You! 
 
 
 
bberna@metu.edu.tr 
 

mailto:bberna@metu.edu.tr
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